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Fluctuation theorems are fundamental extensions of the second law of thermodynamics for small
nonequilibrium systems. While work and heat are equally important forms of energy exchange, fluctuation
relations have not been experimentally assessed for the generic situation of simultaneous mechanical and
thermal changes. Thermal driving is indeed generally slow and more difficult to realize than mechanical
driving. Here, we use feedback cooling techniques to implement fast and controlled temperature variations
of an underdamped levitated microparticle that are 1 order of magnitude faster than the equilibration time.
Combining mechanical and thermal control, we verify the validity of a fluctuation theorem that accounts for
both contributions, well beyond the range of linear response theory. Our results allow the investigation of
general far-from-equilibrium processes in microscopic systems that involve fast mechanical and thermal
changes at the same time.
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Work and heat are two central quantities in thermody-
namics. The energy change related to mechanical driving,
that is, the variation of a system parameter such as the
position of a piston, corresponds to work. On the other
hand, the energy change related to thermal driving, created
by a temperature difference, is associated with heat [1].
While both variables are deterministic in macroscopic
systems, they become stochastic at the microscopic scale
owing to the presence of thermal fluctuations [2,3]. In such
systems, the second law has been generalized in the form of
fluctuation theorems that account for the effects of non-
negligible fluctuations [2,3]. Fluctuation relations reveal
the universal laws that govern the properties of the random
nonequilibrium entropy production. Their general validity
arbitrarily far from thermal equilibrium makes them
particularly useful in the study of nonequilibrium systems
[2,3].
Fluctuation theorems for mechanical driving [4,5] have

been extensively investigated experimentally in the past
decades in numerous systems [6,7], ranging from biomo-
lecules [8,9] and colloidal particles [10,11] to mechanical
[12] and electronic [13] systems. By contrast, only rela-
tively few experimental studies have been devoted to
fluctuation relations for thermal driving [14], based, for
instance, on a varying bath temperature [15] or a fixed
temperature difference between two systems [16,17]. This

reflects the fact that thermal control is generally slow and
more difficult to implement than mechanical control [18].
The effective bath temperature has, for example, been
modulated using laser absorption [15,19], mechanical [16],
and electrical [20–22] random forcing. However, no fluc-
tuation theorem for simultaneous mechanical and thermal
drivings has been studied experimentally yet, despite its
relevance in many areas where such changes occur at the
same time [23–28], including the important case of micro-
scopic heat engines [19–21].
In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate fast

thermal and mechanical control of an oscillator on time-
scales much shorter than its relaxation time. We use our
system to investigate for the first time generalized fluc-
tuation relations that account for simultaneous mechanical
and thermal changes far from equilibrium [23–28]. To this
end, we use optically trapped microparticles [29–31]. Here,
the harmonic trap created by the optical potential can be
dynamically controlled and the effective environmental
temperature of the particle’s center-of-mass motion can
be set by linear feedback cooling [32] (Fig. 1). While recent
studies have examined the effect of information gain on the
thermodynamics of a particle interacting with a constant
temperature bath in the presence of feedback [33–38], we
consider in the following the dynamics of a particle coupled
to a bath with an effective time-dependent temperature.
Both situations are physically distinct and the correspond-
ing fluctuation relations are fundamentally different.
Specifically, we test two protocols (Fig. 1): first, solely
the temperature is modified (protocol P1) and, second, both
temperature and spring constant are varied (protocol P2).
With our approach, we are able to study nonequilibrium
processes that occur 1 order of magnitude faster than the
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relaxation time of the system (γ−1p ). In this regime, linear
response theory is no longer applicable. Our findings
emphasize the importance of the thermal (also known as
entropic) work, associated with a change of entropy of the
bath [39], on the same footing as the conventional
mechanical work [40]. Fluctuation theorems for thermal
driving indeed only permit accurate determination of the
equilibrium free energy difference when this novel con-
tribution is included.
The generalized fluctuation relation for mechanical and

thermal drivings of a system described by the Hamiltonian
HðκÞ, with time-dependent parameter κðtÞ, and inverse
temperature βðtÞ reads [23–28]

hexpð−WÞi ¼ exp½−ΔðβFÞ�; ð1Þ

where ΔðβFÞ ¼ βðτÞFðτÞ − βð0ÞFð0Þ with F the (equilib-
rium) free energy of the system. The generalized dimen-
sionless work W is defined as [24–28]

W ¼ Wmech þWther ¼
Z

τ

0

dt β∂H=∂κ _κ þ
Z

τ

0

dt _βH: ð2Þ

The first term in Eq. (2) corresponds to the dimensionless
stochastic mechanical work along a single trajectory of
duration τ, while the second term is the random thermal (or

entropic) work induced by a temperature change [40]. The
brackets h:i denote an average over many trajectories.
The dimensionless heat exchanged with the bath follows
from a generalized first law as

R
βδQ ¼ ΔðβHÞ −W with

ΔðβHÞ ¼ βðτÞHðτÞ − βð0ÞHð0Þ [23]. Equation (1) reduces
to the usual Jarzynski equality in the case of constant
temperature, _β ¼ 0.
For a harmonic Hamiltonian, Hðx; p; κÞ ¼ p2=2mþ

κx2=2, with position x, momentum p, mass m, and spring
constant κ, like in our experiment, the normalized free
energy difference may be evaluated explicitly. We find

ΔðβFÞho ¼ ln½βðτÞ=βð0Þ� þ ln½κðτÞ=κð0Þ�=2: ð3Þ

The fluctuation theorem [Eq. (1)] holds arbitrarily far from
equilibrium. Close to equilibrium, in the linear response
regime, Eq. (1) may be Taylor expanded [2,3]. To first
order, one recovers the equilibrium result, ΔðβFÞeq ¼ hWi,
whereas, to second order, one obtains the linear-response
formula, ΔðβFÞlr¼hWi−ðhW2i−hWi2Þ=2, where hW2i−
hWi2 is the variance of the total work.
The harmonic oscillator in our experiment is a levitated

silica microsphere with a diameter of 969 nm. It is optically
trapped by two counterpropagating laser beams at 1064 nm
in the intensity maximum of a standing wave [Fig. 2(a)]
inside a hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HCPCF) [43].
The amplitude of the microsphere’s center-of-mass motion
is much smaller than the wavelength of the trapping laser;
thus, the optical potential is approximately harmonic with a
tunable power-dependent frequency ωp=2π between
250 kHz and 400 kHz. The gas surrounding the micro-
sphere acts as a heat bath at room temperature. Its coupling
to the microparticle’s center-of-mass motion is determined
by the pressure, which we set to 1.5 mbar. This results in a
coupling rate of γp=2π ¼ 6.3 kHz, which is much smaller
than the mechanical frequency. Hence, the underdamped
Langevin equation for an harmonic oscillator applies [40].
To perform work on the system and thus implement

mechanical driving, we control the spring constant κ via the
optical trap power P, exploiting their linear dependence
(κ ∝ P). We further realize thermal control of the micro-
particle center-of-mass temperature via feedback control,
i.e., cold damping [32]. To implement feedback cooling, we
exert a radiation pressure force from an additional laser
that counteracts the particle motion. Specifically, we
apply a delayed, linearly position-dependent force Ffb ¼
−gmγpω0xðt − tfbÞ, where g is the feedback gain, ω0 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κ=m

p
the mechanical frequency without feedback, m the

mass of the microsphere, and tfb ¼ 5π=2ω0 the feedback
delay [40]. The feedback force may be split into a position
and a velocity component [40]. The velocity component
provides additional friction and therefore cools the temper-
ature of the particle motion. The effective inverse temper-
ature is then given by βðtÞ ¼ β0½1þ g sin ðΔϕÞ�, where

FIG. 1. Nonequilibrium processes with fast thermal and
mechanical changes. We realize changes of the center-of-mass
temperature T and of the spring constant κ (corresponding to
frequency ω) of a harmonically trapped levitated microparticle by
varying the feedback gain and the laser trap power (inset).
Protocol P1 (purple) corresponds to a thermal change with fixed
spring constant, while protocol P2 (turquoise) refers to simulta-
neous thermal and mechanical changes. Full circles are data, with
error bars smaller than the symbol size. Shaded areas represent
the temperatures set experimentally, taking into account uncer-
tainty due to laser power drifts. In the inset, the gray lines show
position distributions during protocol P2 when the temperature is
decreased from T1 to T2 and the frequency is simultaneously
increased from ω1 to ω2 during a time τ.
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Δϕ ¼ ωtfb is the phase introduced by the delayed feedback,
with ω the mechanical frequency with feedback [40]. We
carry out protocol P1 (thermal driving) by increasing the
gain gðtÞ linearly in time to solely vary the temperature,
while the optical potential remains unchanged. We fur-
thermore implement protocol P2 (mechanical and thermal
drivings) by tuning the laser power of the trap, hence the
mechanical frequency ωðtÞ, and keeping the gain g con-
stant. This also changes the effective inverse bath temper-
ature βðtÞ due to the frequency dependence of the phase
Δϕ. In both cases, we measure the center-of-mass motion
along the axis of the hollow-core fiber by interferometric
readout of the light scattered by the microparticle [40,43].
Figures 2(b)–(e) display recorded single-particle trajec-

tories for protocols P1 (purple) and P2 (turquoise) for slow
(equilibrium) and fast (nonequilibrium) drivings: the solid
(dashed) lines indicate the particle center-of-mass motion
(ensemble variance). During protocol P1, the feedback gain
g is varied linearly from 0 to 7.3 (gray lines), decreasing the
particle temperature by a factor of up to ≈8.3 (Fig. 1).
During protocol P2, the laser trapping power P is increased
linearly from 750 to 850 mW, reducing the spring constant
by ≈11%, and decreasing the temperature by a factor
≈1.5 (Fig. 1). Parameters are chosen to ensure stabi-
lity and repeatability of the experiment over the whole

measurement time [40]. Note that light absorption does not
significantly influence the particle temperature in our case
[40]. Between each cycle and before the protocol ramp
starts, the system equilibrates to the inverse effec-
tive temperature βð0Þ, determined by the feedback. The
duration τ of slow (fast) protocols is 2.26 ms (22.6 μs).
With γ−1p ≈ 0.2 ms, equilibrium protocols thus probe the
particle dynamics in the quasistatic regime where τ ≫ γ−1p .
By contrast, nonequilibrium protocols are an order of
magnitude faster than the relaxation time τ ≪ γ−1p of the
system.
We evaluate the random mechanical and thermal

works, Wmech and Wther, together with the dimensionless
stochastic heat,

R
βδQ, along 15 000 single trajectories.

Figures 2(f),(g) show the distributions of the dimensionless
thermal work Wther (black) and dimensionless heat

R
βδQ

(blue) for protocol P2 (the corresponding distribution for
Wmech is presented in the Supplemental Material [40]). For
slow driving (f), the dimensionless thermal work has a
Gaussian profile whereas the dimensionless heat distribu-
tion exhibits exponential tails, in analogy to the case of
pure mechanical driving [44]. On the other hand, for fast
driving (g), the two distributions are clearly asymmetric.
However, their exact shape is yet unknown.

(a) (b) (c)

(e)(d)

(g)(f)

FIG. 2. Experimental setup and single trajectories. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. Two counterpropagating laser beams (red
arrows) of wavelength 1064 nm trap a 969 nm silica particle at the intensity maximum of the standing wave formed inside a hollow-core
photonic crystal fiber (HCPCF). The scattered light (red lines) along the HCPCF provides the center-of-mass motion xðtÞ of the particle.
An additional feedback laser beam (blue arrow) cools the center-of-mass motion of the particle. Here, the velocity contribution of the
feedback force Ffb ¼ gγpm sinðΔϕÞ_x depends on the feedback gain g and the trapping laser power P via the feedback phase Δϕ (see the
Supplemental Material [40]). Protocol P1 (thermal change, purple) is implemented by a linear increase of the feedback gain g at constant
optical trap power. Protocol P2 (thermal and mechanical change, turquoise) is realized by changing the optical trap power P. (b)–(e)
Measured single-particle trajectories (solid lines) and ensemble variances (dashed lines, based on 15 000 trajectories) of the particle
center-of-mass motion are plotted together with the corresponding change of the respective control parameter (gray lines). Panels (b),(d)
and (c),(e) correspond to the slowest equilibrium (fastest nonequilibrium) protocols, 1 order of magnitude slower (faster) than the
relaxation time of the system. (f)–(g) Experimental distributions of the dimensionless thermal workWther (black) and dimensionless heatR
βδQ (blue) in the case of protocol P2, for slow (f) as well as fast (g) drivings.
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We further investigate, for both protocols, the normal-
ized free energy difference ΔðβFÞ as a function of the
inverse driving time associated with the speed of the
protocol. We compare three methods to determine
ΔðβFÞ from our experimental data: by applying the
fluctuation theorem ΔðβFÞft [Eq. (1)] (dots), by using
the equilibrium result ΔðβFÞeq (triangle up), and by
employing the linear response formula ΔðβFÞlr (triangle
down). In addition, we show the calculated free energy
difference ΔðβFÞho as given by Eq. (2).
For the purely thermal control implemented in pro-

tocol P1 [Fig. 3(a)], we theoretically expect ΔðβFÞho ¼
2.09� 0.24. This value is inferred from equilibrium

measurements of the system temperature and spring con-
stant using Eq. (3). Uncertainties on the theoretical pre-
diction originate from slow drifts of these parameters and
are shown as purple areas in the plot [40]. We observe that
the equilibrium and linear response results, ΔðβFÞeq and
ΔðβFÞlr, hold for long protocol times. However, both
rapidly deviate from ΔðβFÞho for faster protocols. By
contrast, we have very good agreement with the values
obtained from the fluctuation relation [Eq. (1)] [purple dots
in Fig. 3(a)], within the error bars, for all driving speeds.
Even for the fastest protocol, we determine a value
consistent with our expectation ΔðβFÞft ¼ 2.47� 0.25.
Figure 3(b) shows similar results for the combined
mechanical and thermal control implemented in protocol
P2: while the equilibrium and near-equilibrium approx-
imations are valid for slow changes, the nonequilibrium
fluctuation relation [Eq. (1)] (turquoise dots) correctly re-
produces the equilibrium free energy difference ΔðβFÞho ¼
0.55� 0.01 (turquoise area), even very far from the qua-
sistatic regime with ΔðβFÞft ¼ 0.55� 0.01 for the fastest
protocol. The dashed black line represents the theoretical
normalized free energy difference when only thermal work
is taken into account. As it significantly departs from the
actual value in the experiment, we conclude that our
protocol actually requires accounting for both mechanical
work and entropic work.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Fluctuation theorem for thermal and mechanical
modulations. Normalized free energy difference ΔðβFÞ versus
inverse driving time τ for (a) thermal protocol P1 and
(b) thermal and mechanical protocol P2. Dots represent
experimental data evaluated using Eq. (1). Shaded areas are
theoretical predictions with an uncertainty that incorporates
long term laser drifts [40]. Errors bars are determined by the
standard deviation over 15 000 runs. Equilibrium, ΔðβFÞeq,
(triangle up) and linear response, ΔðβFÞlr , (triangle down)
results only hold for slow driving. The horizontal dashed line in
(b) indicates the contribution of thermal change only.

FIG. 4. Clausius inequality for thermal and mechanical
changes. Comparison between the measured (dimensionless)
heat exchanged with the environment hR βδQi (triangles) and
the (dimensionless) entropy variation of the system ΔS (gray full
circles), as a function of the inverse protocol time for thermal and
mechanical changes (protocol P2) followed by an isothermal
thermalization. The Clausius inequality, ΔS − hR βδQi ≥ 0, is
verified for any protocol speed. Shaded areas are theoretical
predictions that include the uncertainty on the underlying
experimental parameters. Error bars are determined via the
standard deviation of the respective value over 15 000 runs
and are smaller than the symbol size.
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The fluctuation relation [Eq. (1)] extends the Clausius
statement of the second law to stochastic far-from-
equilibrium processes. Noting that ΔðβFÞ ¼ ΔðβHÞeq−
ΔS, where ΔS is the (dimensionless) entropy change
between initial and final equilibrium states, and using
the convexity of the exponential, we indeed have
hR βδQi ≤ ΔS [23]. The integrated heat absorbed by the
system, divided by the temperature at which that heat is
absorbed, is thus bounded from above by the entropy
variation of the system. Figure 4 presents the first exper-
imental confirmation of that fundamental inequality in
microscopic systems for protocol P2 followed by an
isothermal equilibration, for varying protocol speed. The
inequality is verified for arbitrarily far-from-equilibrium
processes. Contrary to the generalized fluctuation theorem
[Eq. (1)], which holds exactly as an equality, the Clausius
inequality provides a worse bound for increasing protocol
speeds.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated an experimental

route to implement fast and controlled temperature changes
in an underdamped levitated harmonic system using feed-
back cooling techniques. We have exploited the ability to
realize simultaneous mechanical and thermal drivings on
timescales much shorter than the equilibration time of the
system, to reveal the importance of the entropic work and
extend the applicability of fluctuation theorems, for both
mechanical and entropic works, beyond the linear response
regime. Our versatile experimental approach enables the
study of generic nonequilibrium transformations in micro-
scopic systems that involve fast mechanical and thermal
modulations at the same time. The implementation of fast
temperature control is not limited to our system and applies
generally to oscillators controlled by linear feedback. Given
the recent success in cooling mechanical oscillators into
their ground state of motion with linear feedback cooling
[45–47], the extension of such fluctuation relations to the
quantum domain appears to be an exciting prospect [40].
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